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ABSTRACT
Given'the decline in birth rates, which will produce

a steep declingin the youth population 14,1990, this paper examines
the Rosgible effectssuch a population shift will have on the

'achievement motivation cf children. It is reasoned the, increased
adult/child ratio 'Could result in either of two possibilitie's; the
greater attention paid to the individual child sight effect a greater
senseof personal causation, leading to increased achieveaent
motivation; or , the greater adult/child ratio could 'overwhelm the
child, eventuating in'a decreased sense of personal causation and/or
motivation. Based on these two possibilities, this paper discusses
two scenarios describing how it might. -be when-N,phildren of,the 60's
and 70's" hit the job market. In the"Iirst scenario, it is assumed
that socialiiation in a small faaily increases achievtaent
motivation. These highly motivated individuals will probably expect

to accomplish' great things in their eaployeeit. However, at analysis
of the population trends indicates movement to upper level positions
'lay be retarded because of a large older age group. Therefore, one
light expect these children to be a frustrated generation:.In the
si;econd scenario, it is assumed that socialization in a small family .

reduces achievement. In this case,.eotivatioh to excell and do well at
a job night be reduced. This latter situation might lead to a more
peaceful.cfexistence between generations. (Author/JR)
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.a .
N. t In an important sense, schplars interested to Achievement related motives
...01) .

.0. have characteristically been interested.in the role that social, cultural,

(NJ .

L
. , and contextual factors play i9 this regard. In their theorizing, they:haveCN

,,

CM
e--I

c- stressed the seciocuttural origins of such motives. This focal interest his
. , 4 e.

sv--... .

followed three basis patternso(cf., Table 1).

Table 1 abbut here

400'

The seminal work of 6avi,i McClelland certainly exhibited a concern for

.4
.situation and context. However; for the.Illost part, what came through,was the

stress on socialization situations and contexts. The primary question waa=4ow

do situations creatd a certain kind of person who may, in turn, act in one way

or another with regard to achievement. Collectively, theactg,of many achieving

persons would have pervasive-effects, in some cases changing whole societies

(McClelland, 1961):

a

Subsequent work by Atkinson (see for example,Atkinson and Feather, 1966;

Atkinson and Birch, 1970; Atkinson'and Raynor, 1974, 1977) provided a formal(

place for the role of the situation in the deteriaination a ,achievement motivation.

While continuing to stress the importance of personality, Atkinson's formula

emphasized that it was the.interactioft of persons with a situation that was

critical. Among other things, Atkinson's formula spelled out how persons varying
0

in achievement motivation would exhibit drastically different responses to

situations which present a "chAlenge." Moreover, at a time when some within
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". -the education i community viewed positive reinforcement, rewhid, and the

experience of-success as the sine qua nonn encouraging achievement (cf.,
o

Kaehr, 1968; Maehr and Sjogren, 1R71),Atkinson's risk model showed how .the

experience of succe$s could decrease as well as increase motivation--depending

r on the person.

4

A third pattern of study has stressed the importancp of theimmediate

-2

-context. While this pattern of study is certainly reflected in current`yesearbh

on the cognitive aspects of motivation (cf., for.example, Deci, 1975) seems
,1

to have taken on special relevande.when one is edhcerned with cross-cultUral

manifestations of achievement motivation. (klaehr, 1974, in press- -b;

, /Maehr and Lysy, im-_,presS); 4 ) A, .

Cehainly, these different patterns of study are not mutually eXP Usive'in. (

any sense. There is good reason to employ all of these strateges i our research

(cf. Fyans, 1977). The point I wish to stress, however, is that' Lip...situation

and
4
context have figured pervasively in, the study of achievemeqt related motives,

thefotus has been on micro=-analytes "of achieving situations and contexts. Broad

social, cultural, and contextual conditicins have not been qf Primary concern. "ft

I

A-notable exception
t
to this, of course, is' the work ofd bavid McClelland, summarized

in The Achieving Society (1961) Perhaps it to take a second look at

culture and achievement motivation in the broad f3n.d global sense. But instead

of following a culture-personality-society hy, othesii, I suggest that we turn

McClelland on his head and consider a society-personality-culture hypothesis

. (ci.,Table 2).. WIleeis, McClelland N stress on the person determining the
'' a.

nat4.61of society, I wish to ent a n the alternative notion, namely; that ,. it

I./4
society determines the nature- f hperson. Moreover, I wish to explore this

relatively old'notion in. slightly different way and thus suggest new perspectives

.

2,



and emphases in.research on the sociocultural origins of achievement motivation.

Moving to specifics, I propose that we consider the possible effects of one

t.

00.

-3

'particular aspect of sOcieties:, the relative and changing proportions of children,

south and adults that compose the society. Conceivably, such dLlo-graptiic factors

do have major effects on sopial behavior, including achievement motivation.

While the "achieving gociety" may not,be solely determined by fertility and

mortality rates, age Proportions in aisociety may well prove to be import nt'

'factors. k 4

Table 2 ..bout here

POPULATION SHIFTS AND BEHAVIOR
k

Recent Changes in Population Proportions
e-

.

Anyone involved with education in the U.S. is una +idably and; perhaps very

personally, aware of shifting proportions of children,youth, and-adults. Abrupt

changes in the size of the youth population are an interesting, and unusual, °

feature orthe social landscipe be the United States in the twentieth century.

The rapid rise in birth and fertility rates, referred to as the "baby boom,"

r , .

produced an extremely rapid increase in the number of children and youth during , .

(,,\.,

the years 1956-1976. Just as surely, the recent and very rapid
,

declinelin birth

and fertility rates will produce an equally steep dagline in the ielative

of the youth population in'the period between 1976-1990 (cf., Figures 1 and 2).

Figure 1 and 2 about here

Such drastic changes in age 'proportions can hardly.'be ignored: And they

have not been! -Granted tilt fact thdt giving birth is increasingly a..voluntary

matter, it may well be that population shifts' will become a'regular, perhaps

cyclical, phenomenon comparable to (forgive me!) the "hog-cycle phenemenon"

which isa feature of agricultural economics.
3

4
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While general attention has been paid'to the drastic shift,in -age proportions

of tf;epopulation, littie attention has been given to thepsychosoaialimpact

'of these shifts. Yet, it should be obvious that such shifts in age proportion's

are likely to have, an impact on social interaction patterns and therewith on

the nature of persons and society. These shifts relate to changes in family size

and one can easily imagine that size of the family might well have some effect

on the way in which children are brought up, what they are given, and how,they'

are treated. These shifts probably.also affect the capacity, effectiveness land,
.

in some cases, the very existence of institutions which complement the family'

in the socialization task. iside from affecting socialization patted, it is
)

also likely that changes in age proportions will affect intra- and cross-geneiational

social interactions. When there are proportionally fewer adults to ypunger persons,

it is perhaps,more likely that youths will create their own "youth culture."

Additionally, a smaller cohort of adults may readily develop suspicions about a

largd and rapidly increasing youth cohort, especially as...shifts in balan ces of

power become evident Thete are other possibilities as well (cf., Egbert, Maehr,

and Gienapp, Note 3) but ,this sufficient to suggest the worth of considering

the possibility that opulatigi age shifts may have important effects on persons

and society as awhole;

The Social/Psychological Effects, of Such Changes

Somepreliminary attention has already been given to the social and psychological

significance4of these demographic shifts. For.example, some scholars have

associated4he increased numbers of youth in the 1960's with the unusual amount

' of social and political activity during that period (cf., for example, Coleman,

g

1974)., In this regard, Coleman introduced the concept of "abrupt quantitative
- , .

.
(
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discontinuity" between successive youth cohort groups and called attention to

the problems of socialization that are likely.to occur when society (suddenly

finds itself blessed with a drastically increased number of children ant youth.

.

Socializing under- fundedinstitutions are and under-staffed. There are fewer

adult) socializing agents to go around. Tfie demands on parents are increased and

the importance of each individual child may well be minimized.

Egbert (Note 1) has recently reviewed these shifting population trends,

stressing with Coleman that the drastically increased size of the youth group

in the 60'S probably was a significant factor in the "youth problems" that were

-exhibited during that period. However, Ebert has added a new dimension, to our

perspective here. That dimension involves a consideration of the effects on an
,

"abrupt negative quantitative discontinuity": What happens-when the numbers of

children and youth suddenly decrease? Since that situation is already upon us,

' it is hardly .an irrelevant.question% Indeed, it' is hardly impossible not to ask,

'what might the children being born in the late 60's or 70's (under.negative

discontinuity conditions: a relatkV'ely small number of cohorts) be like as youth

in the 80's.

Prelimlnary work by Egbert, Maehr, d Gienapp (Note 3) has eventuated in a

4, AL
theoretical basis for answering some of heseqtestions. An outline of the theory

is in Appendix A.

Skipping over the details of this theoretical, and somewhat speculative venture,-

it may be noted that there are a number of implications as far as the naturOind

t

quality of Social interaction are concerned. In general, we might predict that

the youth of the 80's are likely to be less peer-and grouP-oiiented. Instead, of
, 6

group inspired-and supported agrtssion,Ifor example, we might expect individualized

%egression. Thus sang fights between youOis should de-O"tease and suicide rates
,

4

r

6
.
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`slioxIld increase.. 4Goingbekond the simple observation that current worries about

the Cfime.rate will decleasadue to demographic'shifts alone, Egbert, et al..
. %.

'

vwdruldspredict that the delinquenCy that
.

can and will occur will increasingly
t ,

)°
. .

:be done by individuals working alone' rather than by gXoups working collectively. 4

..

.

. Moing beyond -sued general social effects of demographic.shifts,. 'I want to
.

consider, more specifically, some possible implications oepopultation.shifts as

fax as achieveMent patterns are concerned.
. 4

PROJECTED EFFECTS OF POPULAVON SHIFTS ON . )

/ ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION t

} t,. .

There is at least a preliminarylbasis for believing that population shifts
4 / %1

may have an overall effect on achieving patterns in a society, in the work of

Zajonc (1975; Zajonc nd(Markos, 1974; Markos and Zajonc,,1977). Since this Irk

is rather generally known (thought not always fully aciepted)
5

, I need Way

summarize ssentlally, Zajonc has argued (and, I think, iiemonstrated

to a substantial degree) that the decline in aptitude'test scores is a function

of family size. The larger the size of'the family, the lower a/kgaptitude scores

likely to be. Thus in periods when, larger families are in vogue we cail expect

this to eventuate in ,a general lowering of achieving pat'ternsT Culminating'in

this case partAarlyin tenerally lower college aptitude scores. In explaining

4

this.correlati , Zajonc has stressed likely variation in the* cognitive, eprich
. 1

ment o
40
f the socializing environment, articularly in the varying intellectual

experience and teaching processes tha probabl'y characterize smaller and larger

N

family units'.

With Professor Atkinson; I would ask whetheemotivational factors might be

involved as well.' Howeve4, my line of reasoni0 takes a slightly different

tack, although'maybe not an altogether_ alien one. Briefly, I would like to

propose the possibility that populationhifts, both as they affect social-

6 eLt
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ization patterns and as,they create different'societal.andcultural contexts

.

.for achieveMent could well affect achievement motivation.
,

Early Socialization Experien (Societt4 Personality)
Y

pearly, the children born inthiS,pexiOd of reduc ed birth-rate will'be
'

raised in socialization units where the adult/child ratio will be greater. If
_

one reasons with bert and his colleagues (Egbert and Kluender, 1977;Egbert,
. 4.

1978; Egbert, Maehf, andGieliapp, 1978) that this will also eventuate in greater

.

(adult) attention paid to the individUal child, this might have motivational as

1..
well gnitive and general achievement f t : On a priori grounds one ,

.

. might surmise that the increased adultchild ratio could eventuate in either of

two noslbflitiep. On the one hand, the greater Attention paid to .the,individuAa

,child =might effect a greater sense of personal worth and perhaps also a greater

7sense ol personal causation (de Charms, 1968; 1976),'leading to'an,incresed

orientation toward achievement. Alternatively, we could speculate about the
V

possibility-that the greater adult/child ratio could overwhelm the child,

S.

eventuating in decreased sense of personal' causation and/or achievement motivation.

Not surprisingly, the achievement motivation literature toothis point has

not dwelt excessively on the effectsof'size-determined socialization patterns

on ach'i.evement motivation.' .There are, however,,Acattered pieces here and there

in.the literature which may move this discussion one small step beyond speculation

toward a credible hypothfsis, one worth putting to the test. For example,

Roger' (1961) presented a line of reasoning ndt unlike that piesgnted here in

conducting one of the early (and'one of the feWl) studies on the effects of

family size on achievement motivation development. ,Briefly, Rosen argued that

the large family'is more likely CO value responsibility, conformity, and obedienceI
over individual achievement. The demands of handling a larger group tends to

°

require this While children raised in a largei family are perhaps expected to
_i

4.

V
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1

be more self-reliant, this is likely to the in areas of basic care-taking and

not At areasawH ere clear standards -,of excellence are readily and repeatedly
.. A

. / .

brought to bear. Thus one mightsurmise that the child brought up in a larger .
i

.

.

. .

.
.

family-is il.t so likely to be presdnted with a sequence of appropriate challen.ge,

( -44,
)11

at least in those areas"valued by 'adult caretakers.' Rosen's results icated

an overall positive relationship between size of famil3Tand nAch, even wen 8E8

was controfied. Buta Closer look at the data revealed that this relationship

might depend somewhat on social class. It was in the ease of middle class

.

(Hollingshed III and 1V subjects that the relatiOnship watimos clearly evident,

with some significant reversal's in the case of upper and lower,,,_ ass subjects.

. Thus, the results were somewhat more complex than' one might wish in making a

clear case for the hypothesis that the social dynamicS that are likely'to be

associated-with smaller families will likely lead to higher achievement

'
. motivation. A'

There is, then, some, reason to believe that appropriate,evidence can be
4, a

obtained and some evidence to indicate that thOlarger Adult/child ratio in
_ .

families may facilitate the development,of achievement motivation. But clearly

the
.

issue bust be pursued further, looking also at how .the varying adult/child
V.

. .

ratio in Other socializing institutions may affect the development of achieving

orientations.

When the "Children of the 60's and 70's"Hit the Job Market (PersonalityZ:lSociety)

- Assuming that small famllies raise children to have a greater sense of their

\. 4
own importance, to have a greater, sense. of their own self worth, and possibly,
--.

a greater orientation toward achievement-or even assuming t4pt.such is not the

case--it is'interesting and important to consider -what might ensue.

9

a
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Here I would callrattentiOn to one critical- situation whi
o

.of the 601s and 70's"will probablyfaCe.,'These children who

into and raised by small families, wi 3L enter a job market wh

are likely to be readily available (their cohort group witl b small, and we assnme

t 4 One ht expect that their

one herewith,,

may note that,

prove'dilficult
4.

,

ly dominate upper

level positions). The question becomes--what is likely to appen under such

conditions? First, what will happen will depend significa ly on the kinds of

the "dhildren

re and are born

e entry-level jobs

try .

that societal needs will remain relatively, cons

initial experience with the jib market should be'a success);

also raising their level of career.fispiration. However, on
. i ......,

considering population proportions alone, upward mobility ma

i Q

(the cohort groups produced by the "baby boom" would presum

persons we will have. Thus, the study,of the (personalitY,

reared in small families is a critical step in making real

Of equal importance, is how various perSOnality types are

?

:aack of upward mobility or career progression. In piecin

`these

\'

4.

two questions one can imagine ae-least two scenario

Assuming that socialization in smallqamily;uit

motivation, one might expect-the "children of t

frustrated generation. Given an age cohort Com

tend to have a strd4 s f their own import

I
work and possibly high achielibent motivation

,

expect to acco4lish great things. Additional
1

presumablyV reinforced byptheir initial job/

But an analysis of 'population trends indicates
?,

level positions be severely retarded (rie

11.;

iii

effects of being

nable projections.
6

ikely to relate to

together answers to

increases achievement

e 60's and 70'S" to be a

osed of individuals who

nce, of their own self

hey will piobaSly

, t.lyis expectation would

areer experiences.

at movement to upper

that the immediately

older age group is arge and presumably it dominate.upper level

positions, perhaps for even.a longer period

promotion and retirement practices allow).,

1 0

current age - associatedage-associated

t happen under such
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conditions is difficult to surmise. Sorr might 'argue that t-a rebellion
V

ligafEit the establishment would occur. .However, or line of reasoning
.

suggests a slightly different possibiliti. As indicated earlie, this
A

cohort is not likely to band together as a group and lash out at the

external factors that are the sourceof their distress. .As individuals

they could acquire and may retain the belief that-they personally are

not the cause of such failure in achieving and blame the situation.,

As a result, it would be reasonable for them to direct their orientation
e

.,

in other areas. For the individuals involved, that is a hopeful pogsibil ty

---
but it may be

a
of small comfo to tflose,who look for continued economic,

industrlal and technological growth.
.

,\
,

2) The second scenario is perhaps less optimistic. Assuming that socialization
. .

-.-)

itl small units has the opposite effect; that is to say, that it tends .

.
;

.
.

.
0':' to overwhelm the individual and therewith'reduce his/her sense of

* .
ability and competence, Owing him/her a sense of Powerlessness. This

scenario - -even more than the first-,Promises a peaceful coexistence

between generations. `Bt peace may well have been won at a high price.

Motivation to excel, exhibit excellence, apcl do well not only at a job

.
.

or in a career but at anything might be severely reduced for, a generation

or so.
4

. 111te frankly, I believe that the first'scenario is_the more credible,

perhaps6ecause I like it better. But the point that perVades both scenarios

is that motivation and achievement patterns, as we know them, may b drastically
'

. changed by population trends. Indeed, the whole condept of achie ent 'may have
'

tq, be adjusted, if not redefined. That, of course,is the point I wish to stress.,

,
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And where do we go from here?

A
This leads me to the crucial paints of this exercise in crystal ball gazing.

I hafe suggested some, drastic and perhaps dire consequences of the demographic

shifts that are now evident. I have done this primarily to highlight the possible
.

, te , . .

importance of population proportion shifts 6 interpersonal behaviorparticularly
, .

achieving behavior. I am not particuarly interested in waiting five to ten years tof
. ,

check oh the validity of any ot these predictions-- especially since I hope that

.
the mere attention to them may prevent their occurrence. The point is that it

,0 may not only,be theoretically interesting but also of practical significance to

obserje population shifts when and wherever they Occur. Moreover, learning

something about the effects of Population on social: psychological behavior may.

be increasingly useful, in the world in which we live. One should?hote in this

connection that drastic birth rate changes 'such as;have been experienced in the

U.S. are likely to be eXprienced by various developing countrieskin the near
.

i

future. Moreover, there is also the possibility that birth rate' changes may

become a cyclical pattern, as I implied earlier. We are not merely dealing
.

4
with the prediction of a one time phenomenon.` The Spcietal experiences of

quantitative-discontinuities in various youth cohort groups may occur repeatedly.

Even if they did not, the scholar in mallywould still argue that there are benefits

in simply establishing relationships and orgeniZing diverse data-into meaningful

interpietation.
,

._)

i
.

Finally, one may.note that by attelng to such over-arching global issues,
,

. .,"- .

priority is given to areas of research on achievement that have been less than

thoroughly studied. The effects of varying size of socializing unit deserves V

our interest. What effect does *creasing the adyilt/child ratio have--on

:

.

12
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';.behavior' in general as well as on achievement motivation in particular ? - Are

any effects of family adult/child ratio tre ds neutralized by possible counter

trends, such as placing children in day cage Settings? ,These are examples of

the kinds of questions that this inquiry should prompt, At the very least,. '---

lootfing into the future as we have; points up how little we know about the

A

socialization of achieving orientations,' abOut the roltof socializing institutions

and socializing situations: what are heir enduring effects and ultimate 4

,
,

. implication for society? Perhaps als this exercize has suggested that those of,

us interested in achievement motivat on could., if we put our minds to, it, say

-.4.

.

something significant to those who annot avoid predict ng, planning for and p

deciding about the future: governMent planners and po icy makers.

/

/CONCLUSION

,

In this paper Ihave moved apidly, and some would 'say precipitously, froii

44 V

a micro -`'to a macro-analysis of achieving contexts. This' is not o suggesthat

all the impo ant questions about the influence, of immediately present-contextqal

factors have die n answered. Far from' it. Nor does it mean that greater

should necessarily be given' to such macro analyses. The point-is that the

experience of drastic changes kt popUlation propoTtions, demand the attention of

/
a wide*variety of schofais, including those interested in achieving behavior.

\ It is easy ehough to be. scared off by the complexities that are inevitably

5

encountered and quiver at the-lack of )ard experimental data. But I suggest that

4,

our micro anal.ses_can profitably be malried to-smacio concerns aad I sobmit that

there'is a point and purpose in asking questions;which lead'in this direction.
) .

Indeed this mart:mil become the cutting edge of research on "social, cultUral,
/77 .

and cOntextual'influences on achievement motivationbehavior."
..

13
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.Footnotes

'This is an initial version of a paper to be presented in conjunction with an

AERA symposium entitled-"Recent Trends in Achievement Motivation Theory and.

Research." What wilOpe said will likely diverge from thiS printed text and

subsequent printed editions will likely-vary even more. The author iS especially

y

indebted to-Robert L.:Egbert, John Gienapp; John Mich-611s, and Connie Walker,

2
The author's full address is: Institute for Child Behavior and Development,

University' of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign, 51 Gerty:.Drive, Champaign, Illinois,
/

61820.

3
Thisiidea, was suggested to the adthor by Professor James Coleman, in a

personal, conversation, but he should not be blamed for its current form.

4
Note, however, that these demographic shifts are occurring at different

rates, in various social groups. For example, birth patterns in blacks are not

the'same as whites (cf. Preston, 1976) and this implies interesting fluctuations

in delincfuency patterns across various social groups.

'44

It may be noted, for example, t at it apparently did not figure strongly

in the final conclusions of the Advisory Panel on the Scholastic Aptitude

Test Score Decline, (1977).

6
Associated with such study, of course, must be parallel work on the complementary

or counter effects of other socializatibn units. In particular, attention muot

I
be given ,to the possibility that increased use of "day care facilities-" may modify

the effects of being born into small family settings.

17



Basic Patterns Followed hl the
Study,of Achievement'Motivation Behavior

[I

CULTU4E1- -- --).
PERSONALITY(SITUATION)------) ACHIEMEMBINIT MOTIVATION BEHAVIOR?.

EXAMPLE: McClelland (1961;
McClelland'and Winter,4969.; McClelland, 1971)0

CULTURE PERSONALITY SITUATION

3.[CUI/TURE

4!

--- -7) ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION
BEHAVIOR'

EXAMPLE; Atkinson'(1957; Atkinson and Feather, 1967; Atkinson and Raynor, 197J; Atkinson ana Raynor, 1977)rt -3

Hill "( 1972; 1977) Ars

I

SITUATION (PERSONALITY) -----) ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION BEHAVIOR

EXAMPLE: It is difficult to cite a representative example here. However, his position has beenexplicated end to some extent defended by Maehr (1974; In Press a, In Press, b, In Press, .c.;
see also Spenner and

Featherman, in press).

,P
. . ,

.

I

1 Cultuial origins, of achievement behavior are more often assumed than studies. Hence, "Cultureis appropriately _

placed in parentheses.
,

.

)-

2 This terminology
and other a pecti oi this diagram are set forth more fully

elsewhere (e.g., Maehr , 1974),.//
"$
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Table 2

Comparison Of gelelland's and the Present Hypothesis on Culture, Personality and Society

McClelland's Culture Personality - Society Hypothesis:

ICULTURE ".) 5:01,PERSOALITY

I

il

IdeolOgy of the
"Protestant Ethic"

----> I SOCIETY' S. "CHARACTER"

Achievement -oriented
Childrearing Practiles:
Independence and achieve,
went training

The Existenceeof.
AchieVeient motivated
persons iri leadership
positionsa

Present Society - Personality - Culture Hypothesis:

SOCIETY PERSONALITY CULTURE

Shift].
l'

[population Socialization Practice
Achievement/Career Experience

The existence-in aggregate
of Achieving Oriffntations

5

,....

Note: For stylistic reasons, the terms "culture", "personality", and "society" are stretched a bit.

-Neverthele the essential. points of the diagram should be elear.
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APPENDIX °A
-._.. - 1

. ,
.

An Outline Of a Theory of the Psychosocial Effe s of Population Shifts
(After Egbert, 1978; Egbert and Kluender, 1977* d lEgbert, Maehr, and

iGienappl 1978)

\
Major Hypothesis: ,When major quantitative dIscOntinUity exists be

.

tween successive cohorts of youth-, substantial Changes will result in
I

I

the patterns Of interaction' within the cohorts !and/ between the youth

I

cohorts and the balance of the pOpulation.

Majortssumptions .
I

1

,

I

1. A society's institutionsrheir personnel, their facilities, their
methods of operation, ,their notms, traditions, and attitudes- -
are

-

orgagAFed to accommodate a given/size of clientele. -*W4an the

-. numbers*.clientele change, institutios lust also change. 'In a
period detapidly increasing or rapidly, decreasing numbers of
clientale,'unusual stresses are placell/On institutions to meet the
change ininumbers of those who require services. Thus, this necessity
for ch Oge reduces the efficiency of a, society's institutions to
providneeded services.

A. In titutions oriented toward serving a clientele whose numbers
a increasing or decreasing at a stable rate provide an excep-

00 to fixed population institutions. Thus, for institutions
a° riptable to change, it As the/change in the rate of increase

`deotease which places them in conditions of stress.
'.'..', .

_

I
°

.

2. Withi.3 given soc qty, most indiViduals have established norms for
behavqrsbased a given mixture or proportion of various age groupings.

i

When he Age m_x is altered through sharp increases or decreases in a
given age grouping, different norms and'behaviors become necessary for

...

all ejlopulation. Some individuals, may not adjust as easily and e.
beco el4onfused or feel threatened. These individuals may likely respond
with OhAviors consistent.With these feelings.

T k

).1,,

3. Wit a

,

given society, a subtle balance of. power exists between various
.),

age :coups and is related to the'size, earning and buying power, and
so 1 traditions of each group. Thus, significant increases or
de 4ses in the size of any age group can result in a change in the
ba a ae of power. -When the change in'size of any one age group is rapid,
th hift of power can also be fast and can pose a significant threat
to e power held by groups who are declining in size. .

/ ..

4. Wh- 'there is a rapid increase in the numbers of a given age group and
a =sultant shift in power t/0 that' group, thereuis a, corresponding
to eniy for members of the/group increasing in size to behave more -

coh sively.as a group and to accept less responsibility for individual
-acti Conversely, when/a relative decrease.in the size of a given
grou 'dhifts power to other groups, there is a tendency for an increase
in i diVidual actions and/assumption'of greater individual responsibility
by g out members.

24- 9
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5. As children and youth are consumers rather than producers, an increase
or decrease in the numbers of such persons will require a corresponding
increase or decrease in, the burden of producers in a society. The more
rapid the increase or decrease in the size of the youth,age group, the
more stress placed on adaption by prauders.-

6. Abchgnge in the size s3f.any ageggroup results in greater or less atten-
tion paid to that group by the balance of the population. For example,.
TV advertisers may adjust their campaigns to serve the larger purchasing
group. Greater.or lesser attention is also refelcted in emphasis in
legislation, institutional programming, and other cultural phenomena.

7. A change in the size of family, groups. results in the increase or de-
crease in the.size of a proportion 4f the population. The role of
the family as a primary unit responsible for socialization changes
as familial size increases or decreases. As family size increases,
the financial and social pSychological stress increases on the adult
members;

, .

8. Every society'usually is characterized by a certain amount of inertia
which provides stability and order. This inertia .restricts the ability
of a society's institutions to respond quickly or reallocate resources
to meet abrupt changes in the site of an age group. Thus, institutions
primarily resp nsible for serving youth will be relatiVely underfunded

i)in a period o positive quantitative discontinuity and overfunded during
a period of negative quantitative discontinuity.

Major Corollaries

1. The early years of a quantitatively discontinuous trend in youtfi.cohorts
will show evidence Of the most pronounced level of distress between youth
and the balance of society. .

2. In the absence of major quantitative discontinuity between successive
'youth cohorts, substantial social distrubances reflecting distress be-
tween youth and society will not occur.

3. In the beginning phase of positive discontinuity (rapid increase in the
size of youth cohort) there will be greater evidence of grouftriented,
social disturbances. and more socially unacceptable behaviors fE the form
of increased youth crime and delinquency.

4. In the beginning phases of negative discontinuity (rapid decrease in size
of youth cohort) there will be greater expression of individuality,
greater evidence of social concerns, and greater evidence of, frustration
and anger directed toward the self resulting in greater rates of suicide,
anxiety, and depression.

5. Initially, society will react with fear and concern to major positive
quantitative discdlinuity in youth cohorts.

r.

6. Society will eventually respond to major positive quantative discon=
tinuity inthe size. of the youth cohort with, constructive social legislation.

25
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7. During periods of major negative quantitative discontinuity in the , '

size bf the youth cohort, society will usually respond eith disin-
terest toward youth as a group.

8. DuriAg periods of m or negative quantitative dis5ontinuity in the
size of the youth cohort,,sbciety will attempt to increase the quality
of individual bpportunity%

.
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